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General
The EOS manager provides users with an intuitive and intelligent analysis and configuration tool 
for devices with EOS technology.

After searching for and authorizing with your EOS devices, the EOS manager visually represents 
your EOS network by showing the locations of the Bever Innovations LED products on a map. By 
selecting one or more devices, secure communication takes place to configure the the products, 
the extraction of information and statitics can begin.

The EOS manager gives you full control of the individual behavior of of every connected product. 
You can also see how every article within the network interacts with each other.

Configure & connect with
EOS Manager
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EOS Manager map selection
The EOS manager intuitively shows your network on an image representing your deployment. 
Intuitive actions, such as dragging, dropping and zooming, gives you all the tools you need to keep 
an overview of all your devices.
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Device grouping

To structure your network, devices can be grouped. This allow to easily configure, and see 
information and statistics for, a group of products.

1  Configuration
You are fully in charge of the behaviour of your device and its performance within the EOS network. 
After authorization, secure communication takes place to adapt the device’s configuration to your 
needs. Besides setting the individual settings, e.g. the dim percentage, interaction with other 
LED products in the network can easily be changed and monitored. Motion detection can be 
shared with other devices and EOS bridges to which a device should listen can be monitored. The 
endless possibilities of EOS can intuitively be realized with the EOS manager.

2  Information
Every device has complete knowledge of its used hardware and integrated software components. 
They are unique and all individual components can be tracked back to the exact moment they are 
fabricated and tested.

3  Statistics
All statistics are collected by the devices themselves. Depending on the product type this data 
can change; such as power consumption or observations made by the integrated light- and 
motion sensors. This information can be used in combination with the visual representation of 
the deployment, an intuitive overview that is given of the statistics allowing the user to quickly 
compare statistics between devices.
This allows you to quickly observe and further reduce the total maintenance cost of your network. 
Statistics can easily be exported to Excel or email for easy administration.



 

 

EOS Manager - Quick Start  

The EOS Manager provides you with an intuitive and intelligent analysis and configuration tool for 

devices with EOS technology. The main functionalities of the app are as follows:  

 

- Search for EOS networks and devices.  

- Securely communicate and authorize with EOS devices.  

- Guided deployment identification.  

- Visually represent an EOS network by showing the locations of devices on a custom map.  

- Update the locations using drag-and-drop, and set the map used for a deployment.  

- Combine devices into groups.  

- Extensive configuration options.  

- Extensive device information.  

- Extensive (usage) statistics.  

- Feature package updating. 

- Sensor sharing. 

- Connecting with EOS bridges. 

- Over-the-air device firmware updating.  

 

Installation 

The EOS Manager is freely available for all Android 5+ based devices through the Google Play App 

Store. Updates of the app can also be obtained via this store. Search for EOS Manager or use the 

following link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.eosconnected.eosmanager 

 

Figure 1: EOS Manager Icon 

Note that two permissions are requested when installing. First, the device location is required. This is 

needed for EOS communication and optimizing the apps functionality based on the user’s geographic 

location. Second, access to storage is requested. This is needed to store and access manuals, maps 

and other EOS Manager files. All permissions should be granted to be able to use the app to its full 

potential. 

 

Registration 

Registration is needed before you can use the EOS Manager. Registration can easily be done within the 

app by tapping the ‘Register’ button in the main screen. Note that you will be redirected to the EOS 

Connected webportal to create an EOS Connected account. With your EOS Connected account you can 

use both the EOS Manager app and EOS Connected webportal (under construction). The available 

functionality of the app and webportal depends on your account type. Please contact your EOS Sales 

representative for more information, and to provide you with the appropriate voucher codes to set the 

correct account type. Note that when registering without a voucher, only demo functionality is 

enabled. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.eosconnected.eosmanager


 

 

Getting started 

After logging in with your EOS Connected email and password, the main screen is shown. The various 

buttons are explained below. Please refer to the EOS Manager – Package Management manual for 

more information on package license management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tap here to start 

searching 

EOS networks  

 

Log in/out 

 

Package license 

management 

 

Device and app 

information 

 

Currently logged-in 

user and security 

level 

 

Extended menu: 

Close app 

 



 

 

Searching for EOS networks 

After starting the search for EOS networks, the following screen will be shown. Note that for some 

tablets/phones, it may take some time before this screen is shown as they first need to find a nearby 

EOS2 device to connect to. 

Multiple networks may be in range that contain one or more EOS devices. The data shown is collected 

from devices that already announced themselves to the app. Finding all devices in your network takes 

some time, depending on the size of your network. You can click on any of the found networks as soon 

as you observe that all devices within the network are found. 

 

 

Connecting to your EOS network 

Connecting implies authorizing the user with the devices to establish secure communication, and 

thereby avoid that a user can communicate with devices they do not own. For this we assume that only 

authorized users are able to physically switch the EOS devices off and on again on request of the EOS 

Manager. This physical authorization step is only needed ones. Afterwards, the devices will remember 

the newly authorized user and directly allow it to connect. Connecting and authorizing to all devices in 

the network takes some time, depending on the size of your network. 

Analyze and configure your EOS devices 

After successfully connecting to all devices in your EOS network, analysis and configuration can be 

done in the following screens. 

 

Location name and ID, 

if any (stored by the 

EOS device) 

 

Devices found so far 

 

Map used for 

visualization, if any 

 

Tap here to connect 

to this network 

 



 

 

Using the main screen 

The main screen visualizes your deployment allowing for an easy way to select all devices for further 

analysis and configuration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Search again  

 

Select 

background map 

 

App settings 

 
Help 

 

Extended menu: 

- Add demo 

devices 

-Identify closest 

devices 

- Add authorized 

manager to 

devices 

- Close app 

 

 

Selected devices. Tap to 

create new group of 

selected devices 

 

Slide up or tap one of the three 

buttons to view device data: 

 

Information 

 

Statistics 

 

Map for device 

drag and drop 

 

Configuration 

 

Tap to open 

group overview  

 

Tap and hold 

device for 1 

second to start 

dragging.    

 



 

 

Using the slider 

The slider is where you perform all analysis and configuration on all of the selected devices. Any 

changes will be applied to all selected devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current value 

for all selected 

devices 

 

Wanted value 

for all selected 

devices 

 

Available menus 

depending on security 

level 

 

Reset all wanted 

to current 

values 

 

Send wanted 

values to all 

selected devices 

 

Get all data from 

selected devices 

 

Slide down to 

return to map   

 

Tap to show the 

value of this item 

for all devices on 

the map 

 



 

 

Group management 

The group management screen shows all the groups created by the user and a list of all devices in the 

network. For more information on sensor sharing and package management, please refer to the 

corresponding manuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tap for sensor 

sharing and to 

remove devices 

from group 

 

Tap to open 

package 

management 

 

Tap to show all 

devices in group 

 

Tap to return to map 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Revision Date Description 

1 5-9-2017 First release 

2 11-10-2017 Restructured sections. 

Elaborated on connecting with 

non-EOS compatible devices 



 

 

EOS Manager – Package Management 

EOS devices have the option to upgrade their functionality based on different packages. Make sure to 

get the purchased package licenses coupled to your account. After coupling to your account, the EOS 

Manager can be used to enable the packages on EOS devices. 

In the document, we go in detail through the following steps to get the packages enabled on your EOS 

devices: 

1. Download your purchased licenses from the cloud to your EOS Manager (internet required) 

2. Use a license to enable the package on a given device (no internet required) 

Download licenses 

Download, register and login with the EOS Manager as described in the EOS Manager – Quick start 

guide. 

In the main screen, tap the package license download symbol. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tap here 

 



 

 

The following dialog is shown. Use the various controls as described below to influence the amount of 

licenses in the cloud and on your local device. Only the licenses locally on your tablet/phone can be 

used to enable packages on selected EOS devices; make sure to have enough of them before updating 

your devices.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local license 

overview 

 
Check to also 

show orders with 

no free licenses 

 

Package for which 

the license 

applies 

 

Available for 

download 

 

Already used 

licenses 

 

Tap to download (or 

upload) 

 

Check to upload 

local license back 

to the cloud 

 

Number to download 

(or upload) 

 

Package 

numbering. 

May change 

over time and 

per device 

 



 

 

 

Use licenses 

Log in and authorize with the devices which you want to provide with a new package. More details can 

be found in the EOS Manager – Quick start guide. 

Select the device(s) you want to manage the packages for. Open the package management dialog by 

tapping the following symbol 

 

 

 

The package management dialog functionality is described below. Note that you may have the option 

to set a trial (if enabled). By using a trial, the package is automatically disabled after a given amount of 

time. Please contact your EOS representative for more information. 

Tap to open 

package 

management 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check to 

enable trial 

(if available) 

 

Check to 

only show 

selected 

devices 

 

Locally available 

licenses  

(as downloaded 

in previous step)   

 

Check any of the checkboxes to 

directly enable (or disable) a 

package 
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1 5-9-2017 First release 

2 11-10-2017 Small textual updates 



 

 

EOS Manager – Sensor sharing 

Download, register and log-in with the EOS Manager as described in the EOS Manager - Quick start 

guide. Connect to your EOS network.  

This document describes the following steps involved with sensor sharing in more detail: 

- Create a group for the devices involved with sensor sharing 

- Set the sensor information to share and/or use within a group 

 

Create group 

Select all devices among which sensor information is shared.  Create a group. Note that a device is 

allowed to be part of multiple groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tap to create 

new group for 

selected 

devices 

 



 

 

Open the group management dialog by tapping the configuration symbol for the created group. 

 

 

 

The following dialog is shown. Sensor are divided into three groups: Motion, Light and Level.  

Sensor information can be shared or used within a group. Based on the capabilities of the device, 

some options may be disabled, e.g., a Luci is not able to share a Level. Sharing a Level is typically 

done by an EOS bridge. 

Sharing motion implies that the device informs the group about motion detected by its PIR (in case of a 

Luci) or another motion detector. When a device is using motion, motion info is used as if it would be 

detected by the device itself.  

Sharing light implies that the device informs the group about the current maximum output percentage 

due to the observed DLS value and the device settings (in case of a Luci). A device can for example 

share that it is at full output power as no sufficient light is detected. By using this light information, a 

device can act based on the observations done by other devices in the group. 

Sharing level information allows a device to inform others directly about the output percentage to use. 

The devices using level information will directly apply this percentage. More details can be found for 

the specific devices that are able to share a level, such as the different EOS Bridges. 

Tap here to 

open group 

management 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Availability of all 

data. Button is 

shown if not all 

data is available. 

Tap it to get data. 

 

Remove device 

from group. 

Note that all 

sharing/using 

should be 

disabled.  

 

Check the boxes to enable or disable this 

particular feature of sensor sharing. After 

(un)checking, information is directly 

communicated to the device.  

 

Check the boxes in 

this row to 

enable/disable for all 

devices in the list 

 



 

 

 

 

Revision Date Description 

1 5-9-2017 First release 

2 11-10-2017 Small updates in explanation 



 

 

 

Luci EOS2 – Configuration manual 

This document describes all the available configuration items of a Luci EOS2 as shown in the data 

slider of the EOS Manager.  

Data slider 

Figure 1 shows the configuration data slider for a Luci. The amount of tabs depends on the user level 

of the logged in user, e.g., the advanced tab is only available for advanced EOS Managers. Every item 

in the list can have different colors: 

- Grey: data is not yet downloaded from device. Please press get data. 

- Blue: data is available and ready to be edited. 

- Yellow: Manually changed setting. Please press apply to upload to device 

- Red: This item cannot be change due to missing packages. Please enable the related package on the 

device to be able to change the configuration item. 

 

 

Figure 1: Data slider 

 

 



 

 

 

The following tables gives an overview of all basic configuration items for a Luci EOS: 

Basic configuration tab Range Default 

Base Output 

Output percentage 

Maximum output percentage at ‘full power’, e.g. if motion detection is 
used, this will be the output percentage if motion is detected. 

0–100% 80% 

  Motion Detection 

Use own PIR 

Use the internal PIR as indicator for motion 

Yes/No Yes 

Time to dim 

Time after a detected motion after which the output goes from ‘Output 
Percentage’ to ‘Dim Percentage’ * ’Output percentage’ 

0 s-18 h 2 min 

Dim saving 

Percentage of the maximum ‘Output percentage’ used as the output 
of the Luci after ‘Time to Dim’ , e.g., Dim saving of 100% means the 
device has 0% output after ‘Time to dim’ 

0–100% 70% 

Use deep-dimming 

Second step in dimming where the time to deep-dim is higher than 
time to dim, and the deep-dim percentage is higher than dim 
percentage. 

Yes/No No 

Time to deep-dim 

Similar to time to dim 

0 s-18 h 5 min 

Deep-dim saving 

Similar to dim saving 

0-100% 

 

100% 

Light Detection 

Use own DLS 

Use the internal DLS as an indicator of light level. The actual 
behaviour is found under advanced settings tab. When not changed, 
default settings are used (see below) 

Yes/No No 

Off above 

If the level of light observed by the light detection is above this value, 
the Luci applies maximum dimming (100%/Off is the default, can be 
changed in advanced tab). Note: in between the low and high 
threshold, linear dimming takes place, e.g. with a light level exactly in 
between the low and high level 50% dimming is applied. 

0-1000 200 

On below 

If the level of light observed by the light detection is below this value, 
the Luci applies minimum dimming (no dimming/full on (0%) is the 
default, can be changed in advanced tab) 

0-1000 100 

 



 

 

 

The following table gives an overview of all advanced configuration items for a Luci EOS: 

 

  

Advanced configuration tab Range Default 

EOS 

Device network identifier 

The network the Luci is part of. Changing this will result in a different 
network seen during EOS network discovery. If not set, the EOS manager 
will ask to set it with first use. 

1-30 Not set 

EOS compatibility mode 

A device operating in compatibility mode is able to be discovered by non-
EOS compatible devices using the EOS Manager. 

Yes/No Yes 

Output 

Attended timeout 

Time after device startup in which sensors are ignored (except 
temperature) and output is at the value defined by the basic configuration 
item ‘Output percentage’ 

0 m-24 h 0 min 

Fade-in speed 

Speed at which a change from one output percentage to another higher is 
performed, for example with dimming. In %/s, e.g., from 60% to 100% 
output with a speed of 10%/s takes 4 seconds. 

1-100%/s 10%/s 

Fade-out speed 

Speed at which a change from one output percentage to another lower is 
performed, for example with dimming. In %/s. 

1-100%/s 10%/s 

LIPS 

Use cold-start 

Whether too use a slower startup if the temperature lower than 0 
degrees. Temperature threshold for cold-start and cold-start length can 
be changed by the Expert configuration items.  

Yes/No Yes 

Use light-normalizer 

Use the light normalizer approach where the maximum output of the Luci 
is limited, where the limitation is reduced over time. Default 10% output 
reserved, which can be edited by expert user.  

Yes/No No 

Light detection 

Off level saving 

Percentage of dimming if light detected is higher than ‘Off above’. 

0-100% 100% 

On level saving 

Percentage of dimming if light detected is lower than ‘On below’ 

0-100% 0% 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Revision Date Description 

1 5-9-2017 First release.  

2 11-10-2017 Small update in order of 

configuration items 



 

 

 

Ambiente EOS2 – Configuration manual 

This document describes the available configuration items of an Ambiente EOS2 as shown in the data 

slider of the EOS Manager.  

Data slider 

Figure 1 shows the configuration data slider for an Ambiente. The amount of tabs depends on the user 

level of the logged in user, e.g., the advanced tab is only available for advanced EOS Managers. Every 

item in the list can have different colors: 

- Grey: data is not yet downloaded from device. Please press get data. 

- Blue: data is available and ready to be edited. 

- Yellow: Manually changed setting. Please press apply to upload to device 

- Red: This item cannot be change due to missing packages. Please enable the related package on the 

device to be able to change the configuration item. 

 

Figure 1: Data slider 

 

 



 

 

 

The following tables gives an overview of all basic configuration items for an Ambiente EOS2: 

Basic configuration tab Range Default 

Base output 

Output percentage 

Maximum output percentage at ‘full power’.  

0–100% 100%  

Motion detection 

Time to dim 

Time after a detected motion after which the output goes from 
‘Output Percentage’ to ‘Dim Percentage’*’Output percentage’. For 
the Ambiente, motion can only be detected using external motion 
sensors. Which motion sensors to use is defined by the advanced 
configuration items.  

0 s-18 h 2 min 

Dim saving 

Percentage of the maximum ‘Output percentage’ used as the 
output of the device after ‘Time to Dim’ , e.g., Dim saving of 100% 
means the device has 0% output after ‘Time to dim’ 

0–100% 70% 

Use deep-dimming 

Second step in dimming where the time to deep-dim is higher than 
time to dim, and the deep-dim percentage is higher than dim 
percentage. 

Yes/No No 

Time to deep-dim 

Similar to time to dim 

0 s-18 h 5 min 

Deep-dim saving 

Similar to dim saving 

0-100% 

 

100% 

Night-time dimming 

Use night-time dimming 

Use the night-time dimming according to the (default) schedule 
defined by the advanced configuration. Night-time dimming 
assume the device to be switched on and off based on sunset and 
sunrise. 

Yes/No No 

 

  



 

 

 

The following table gives an overview of all advanced configuration items for an Ambiente EOS2:  

  

Advanced configuration tab Range Default 

EOS 

Device network identifier 

The network the device is part of. Changing this will result in a different 
network seen during EOS network discovery. If not set, the EOS manager 
will ask to set it with first use. 

1-30 Not set 

EOS compatibility mode 

A device operating in compatibility mode is able to be discovered by non-
EOS compatible devices using the EOS Manager. 

Yes/No Yes 

Output 

Attended timeout 

Time after device startup in which sensors are ignored (except 
temperature) and output is at the value defined by the basic configuration 
item ‘Output percentage’ 

0 m-24 h 0 min 

Fade-in speed 

Speed at which a change from one output percentage to another higher is 
performed, for example with dimming. In %/s, e.g., from 60% to 100% 
output with a speed of 10%/s takes 4 seconds. 

1-100%/s 10%/s 

Fade-out speed 

Speed at which a change from one output percentage to another lower is 
performed, for example with dimming. In %/s. 

1-100%/s 10%/s 

LIPS 

Use light-normalizer 

Use the light normalizer approach where the maximum output of the 
device is limited, where the limitation is reduced over time. Default 10% 
output reserved, which can be edited by expert user.  

Yes/No No 

Night-time dimming 

Dimming Configurator  

Set a maximum of 5 dimming levels for the time between sunset and 
sunrise. Device is assumed to be switched on as sunset and off at 
sunrise. Given a midpoint, the schedule is automatically executed after 
an three day learning period in which the average night-time is derived. 

Maximum 

5 Dimming 

levels 

22-00u 

(80%) 

00-05u 

(60%) 

05-06u 

(80%) 



 

 

 

 

Revision Date Description 

1 5-9-2017 First release.  

2 11-10-2017 Small update in order of 

configuration items 
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